RelativePitch
The RelativePitch App from Easy Ear Training grown from software developed for personal use, into
one of the most well received music apps available in the Apple App Store. Ear training, a necessary
skill in the music industry, is used by musicians and audio professionals to recognize and identify
chords, intervals, rhythms and other fundamental elements of music. Designed to help musicians
and audio professionals to get the most benefit from their ears, RelativePitch makes ear training
effective, accessible and fun.
The premier music training app in the Apple App Store, featured for two weeks in November 2009.

At A Glance

Reviews: 240+ reviews: 4.5 stars
First released: June 2009

RelativePitchLite
Version: 1.6
Downloads: 36,500 since 26th May 2009
Reviews: 1500+ ratings: 3.5 stars
First released: May 2009

Features

What will you learn?

RelativePitch
Version: 1.7

 Train anywhere ‐ don't be tied to your PC
or instrument
 Easy and fun way to train your relative
pitch (e.g. intervals, chords, scales)
 Highest rated interval training for the
iPhone
 Works for any type of instrument
 Voice narrated ‐ train your ears without
using your eyes

 Compose and improvise freely
 Hear each note, not just the overall sound
 Recognize intervals better ‐ understand
what you're hearing
 Enjoy music much more as your ears
develop
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A Guided Tour of the App

Training mode

Testing mode

Custom mode

Is made up of 14 lessons, which
start from the very basics and
gradually teach you all the
intervals of the octave.

Features the same lessons as
training mode, but quizzes you
by playing intervals and asking
you to identify them.

Lets you select exactly which
intervals you want to train or
test, to target your problem
areas.

Depending on your achievements
in testing mode, you can choose
to train with a fixed root note, or
randomly‐chosen root notes.

As your scores improve, more
lessons unlock to teach you
additional intervals.

Struggling with a lesson? Use
custom mode to tweak it to suit
you, so you can continue
training at your own pace.

You can also choose to include
ascending, descending or
harmonic intervals.

You can also unlock random root
notes, descending and harmonic
intervals for each lesson.

Experts can use custom mode to
jump straight to what they know
needs work.
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